OCC Default Rules and Procedures
Introduction

Chapter XI of OCC's Rules, published on this website, authorize OCC to expeditiously and flexibly deal
with clearing member defaults. A general overview of the procedures embodied in these rules is
provided below, but this overview is subject to the specific terms of the rules themselves. The term
"rules" collectively refers to both OCC By-Laws and Rules and terms (capitalized or not) have the
meaning given to them in the rules unless otherwise defined.

Suspension of a Clearing Member

Any clearing member that is unable to meet its obligations, is insolvent or is the subject of a bankruptcy
petition or a receivership proceeding or equivalent filing or proceeding is required to immediately
provide telephone notice of such event followed promptly by confirming written notice. In addition, any
Non-US clearing member that has been expelled or suspended by its regulatory agency or by an
exchange of which it is a member must provide immediate notice of such event. See generally Rules
1101 and 1102(b).
A clearing member may be summarily suspended by the OCC Board of Directors or a Designated Officer
of the Corporation, which includes Executive Chairman, President, Chief Risk Officer and EVP - Financial
Risk Management, in the event the clearing member experiences an event of default. A detailed listing
of such default events is found in Rule 1102(a), but generally they include: the suspension or expulsion
of the clearing member from another self-regulatory or other regulatory organization; the clearing
member's failure to make timely delivery of any cash, securities or property to OCC as provided in the
rules; the clearing member's failure (or that of its permitted designated agent) to make timely delivery
of funds or securities to another clearing member or the correspondent clearing corporation (i.e., NSCC)
as provided for in the rules; and a determination made by the OCC Board or Executive Chairman that the
clearing member is in financial or operational difficulty that suspension is necessary for the protection of
OCC, other clearing members or the public on notice to one or more designated regulatory authorities.
In addition and as provided for in Rule 707, a clearing member maintaining cross-margining accounts
with OCC and a Participating CCO may be summarily suspended if it (or its affiliated clearing member, as
applicable) is in default of any payment or other obligation owed in respect of such cross-margining
accounts. See generally Rule 1102(a) and Rule 707.

Default Procedures

Margin and Clearing Fund Deposits of a Suspended Clearing Member. Excluding deposits in lieu of
margin (i.e., specific or escrow deposits), OCC may convert deposits of such clearing member to cash
(including through a private auction), effect borrowing or other transactions using such deposits in order
to obtain funds, or defer the conversion of such assets to cash. OCC may convert the clearing fund
deposits of the suspended clearing member to cash or effect borrowing or other transactions using such
deposit in order to obtain funds. To the extent such deposits are converted to cash, such cash is to be
deposited into, as applicable, a Liquidating Settlement Account or Segregated Liquidating Settlement
Account. Deposits to and disbursement from one or more liquidating settlement account shall be
effected as provided in the Rules. Any proceeds/funds remaining after application of relevant Rule
provisions (including provisions providing for reimbursement of expenses associated with liquidating or
closing out positions held by the suspended clearing member) will be remitted to the clearing member's
representative in bankruptcy. Note OCC may use proceeds remaining in any firm lien account to satisfy
obligations arising out of any other account type (including segregated futures) or otherwise owed to
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OCC. Moreover, nothing in the rules is intended to preclude OCC from effecting transfers of positions
and/or assets maintained in respect of a suspended clearing member's segregated funds account as
provided in the Rules. Any margin deposits in respect of one or more cross-margining accounts
maintained by the suspended clearing member will be treated as provided in Rule 707 and the
applicable cross-margining agreement between OCC and a participating CCO. See generally Rule 1104,
Rule 707 and Section 5 of Article VIII of the By-Laws.
Pending Transactions. Subject to the by-laws and rules, OCC has no obligation to accept confirmed
trades effected by a suspended clearing member after the time the clearing member was suspended. (If
a suspended clearing member's confirmed trades are rejected, such transactions are closed out in
accordance with relevant provisions of the rules of applicable self-regulatory organizations.) Premiums
on closing sales transactions and variation payments for specified futures contracts in respect of
particular account types are treated as provided in Rule 1105 (i.e., deposited into a Liquidating
Settlement Account or Segregated Liquidated Settlement Account, as applicable). See generally Rule
1105, Rule 707, Rule 2210, Rule 2211, Rule 2210A and Rule 2211A.
Open Positions. Generally speaking, OCC will close out open positions of the suspended clearing
member in the most orderly manner practicable, which may include a private auction. Open long
positions, short positions and covered short options positions and open long and short positions in
futures may be closed out as provided in Rule 1106, including close-out by offset (netting) and by other
permitted transactions or means. Open positions in stock loan (borrow) transactions may be closed out
as provided in the Stock Loan/Hedge Program and Market Loan Program rules where closure of stock
loan positions will generally be effected through issuance of buy-in or sell-out instructions to nondefaulting Members. In addition and subject to applicable rule, law and/or regulation, OCC may effect
certain position and/or asset transfers to other non-suspended clearing members. OCC may also
exercise open long positions in certain circumstances. The close-out of cross-margining accounts
maintained with a Participating CCO will be effected in accordance with the terms of the applicable
Rules and cross-margining agreement, which generally require coordinated action between OCC and the
Participating CCO. See generally Rule 1106, Rule 707, Rule 2210, Rule 2211, Rule 2210A and 2211A.
OCC may defer effecting any such close-out transactions (including liquidating margin and other
deposits of the suspended clearing member) as well as may elect to implement protective (hedging)
transactions in respect of positions or deposits of the suspended clearing member, subject to the
reporting requirements, as applicable, in the rules. Rule 1104(b) provides for an exception to the
requirement that margin assets be promptly liquidated if the Executive Chairman or President
determines that such liquidation would not be in the best interests of OCC or the general public. Rule
1106(e) similarly provides for an exception under which open positions need not be closed out if the
Executive Chairman or President determines that closing out of some or all of the positions would not
be in the best interests of OCC or the general public. Such a determination must be reported to OCC’s
Board. Rule 1106(f) allows for hedging only if such a determination is made or if OCC is unable to
promptly close out open positions or liquidate margin deposits.
Exercised or Matured Contracts. The disposition of exercised or matured contracts will occur as
provided for in Rule 1107 and other applicable rules, including as provided for in any applicable options
exercise (assignment) settlement agreement between OCC and the correspondent clearing corporation.
See generally Rule 1107 and Rule 901.
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In the event the correspondent clearing corporation has ceased to act for a common member and has
not accepted related delivery obligations, OCC will first seek to minimize disruption to non-defaulting
members through the use of substitute brokers. OCC’s Liquidation Agents will act as substitute brokers
allowing the related activity to continue to settle at NSCC on its original settlement date.
If OCC is unable to utilize its Liquidation Agents, OCC may instruct non-defaulting Members to settle the
delivery obligations on a broker-to-broker basis or to close such obligations through the issuance of buyin or sell-out instructions to non-defaulting Members
Use of Private Auction. OCC reserves the right to utilize a private auction to liquidate all or any part of a
suspended Clearing Member's account. Auction participation will be open to pre-approved Clearing
Members and certain non-Clearing Members selected by OCC. Auctions will be conducted in a "sealed
bid" manner and OCC will have full discretion to select or reject the best bid based upon the totality of
circumstances. See generally Interpretation and Policy .02 following Rule 1104.
Default Management Advisory Committee. The Default Management Advisory Committee (DMAC)
serves in an advisory capacity and assists OCC in determining whether or not OCC should conduct an
OTC Options auction of a defaulting clearing members OTC positions. The DMAC is comprised of OCC
senior management and a senior trading representative from each OTC-approved clearing member
participant. The main function of the DMAC is to advise OCC senior management and OCC’s Risk
Committee on the desirability of conducting an auction of a defaulting OTC clearing member’s portfolio.
If it is determined that such an auction should occur, the DMAC will assist in the structuring, risk
management and possible hedging of the portfolio.
Notice by OCC of Suspension. OCC will advise the suspended clearing member, other clearing members,
and appropriate regulatory authorities (plus applicable self-regulatory organizations) when it has
suspended a clearing member. OCC's notice to clearing members will ordinarily provide, in general
terms, a description of the treatment of pending transactions, open positions, stock loan (borrow)
positions, exercised and matured contracts and other items. Notice of a clearing member suspension
may be posted on public and other websites maintained by OCC, which may be the sole means by which
OCC provides certain third parties with notice of a suspension. See generally Rule 1103.
Emergency Powers. The Board of Directors, Executive Chairman or President of OCC are authorized to
extend, to the close of the Federal Reserve Banks’ Fedwire Funds Service on a settlement day, any or all
times at which the Corporation is obligated to pay a settlement amount to Clearing Members as set
forth in the By-Laws, Rules or procedures of the Corporation if a determination is made that an
emergency exists. OCC’s by-laws, rules, policies and procedures also may be waived in an emergency
situation.

Liquidation of Open Positions

General information. Timelines are unique to the circumstances and timing of default. Generally, the
suspension declaration, hedging and portfolio splitting will occur on day 1. Liquidation either through
the services of an agent or by private auction will generally commence on day 2.
Any outsourcing will be specified in the Close-Out Action Plan approved by the Management
Committee. Outsourcing is done strictly on an agency basis with OCC (and ultimately the defaulting firm)
responsible for all losses.
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Agreements with Liquidating Agents specify the roles and responsibilities of both OCC and the Agent
including the execution of hedging transactions, if any.
Auctions. Auction is one of the methods of liquidation available to the corporation. Auction participation
is voluntary except that OTC Clearing Members are obligated to participate in a Dutch auction of OTC
index options and related positions.
Any Clearing Member (and eligible non-Clearing Members) may be included in the pool of pre-qualified
auction bidders by completing required auction documentation in advance. With respect to each
particular auction, the Corporation reviews pre-qualified auction bidders that seek to participate in the
auction on an objective basis and takes into consideration criteria including a bidder’s (and/or, in the
case of a non-Clearing-Member bidder, its sponsor Clearing Member’s) financial strength, demonstrated
activity in the products being auctioned and qualification to clear transactions in the asset class in which
it proposes to submit bids before inviting a bidder to participate in the auction. Such review is intended
to ensure that each selected bidder, should it be a winner in the auction, would be financially able to
make payment for and assume the obligations of the Collateral and other positions it acquires and be
able to manage the risk thereof and/or trade out of such positions without creating unnecessary further
risk to the Corporation. The Corporation shall have discretion to select the best bid submitted for any
portfolio in an auction, based on the totality of the circumstances, and no bid shall be binding on the
Corporation unless accepted by it. Unless the Corporation determines otherwise with respect to any
particular auction, the Corporation retains the right, in its discretion, to reject any or all bids submitted
for any or all portfolios in an auction. Such bids may be rejected if, for example, the bids are
unreasonably far from the market values of the Collateral or Open Positions being auctioned as
determined by the Corporation based upon current market data and theoretical pricing models.
Auction portfolios would be constructed first with an emphasis on maintaining economic hedges and
second with regard to currency. The likelihood of multiple currency portfolios is small since the vast
majority of clearing member portfolios would only include U.S. dollars from a currency perspective.
OCC has discretion to select the best bid submitted for any portfolio in an auction, based on the totality
of the circumstances, and no bid shall be binding on OCC unless accepted by it. In the event of multiple
bids at the same price, consideration will be given to any incremental risk to OCC posed by the selection
of one bid over another.
Bids are compared vs. the value assigned by the Corporation. In the voluntary auction structure,
consequences are potential non-acceptance by the Corporation or acceptance of a bid that results in a
mutualized charge against the clearing fund. OTC index option members that do not bid aggressively
enough to be awarded their required share in a Dutch auction are subject to a priority assessment
against their clearing fund deposit in the event the auction produces a shortfall.

Replenishment of Financial Resources

Loss allocation. The waterfall for the allocation of losses as a result of a clearing member default is as
follows:
1. The margin deposits of the suspended firm.
2. Clearing fund deposits of the suspended firm.
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3. Clearing fund deposits of non-defaulting firms.
4. Subject to meeting regulatory capital requirements, use of retained earnings by OCC is discretionary
at any stage of the default.
5. Clearing fund assessments
Assessment powers. Any allocation of losses resulting in an assessment of the clearing fund is done on a
proportionate basis against all other clearing members computed contributions as fixed at the time of
suspension.
A clearing member will not be liable to make good more than an additional 100% of the amount of its
then required contribution if (i) within five business days following such proportionate charge the
Clearing Member notifies the Corporation in writing that it is terminating its status as a clearing
member, (ii) no opening purchase transaction or opening writing transaction is submitted for clearance
through any of the clearing member’s accounts and (if the clearing member is a Market Loan clearing
member or a Hedge clearing member) no Stock Loan is initiated through any of the Clearing Member’s
accounts after the giving of such notice, and (iii) the clearing member closes out or transfers all of its
open positions with the Corporation, in each case as promptly as practicable after the giving of such
notice.

Member-Specific Issues

Portability. Subject to the determination that such action is in the interest of OCC, OCC allows the
transfer of non-defaulting customer positions of a defaulting member to other clearing members and
the general public.
From a legal standpoint, OCC is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The SEC customer protection rules
contain a number of provisions that limit the extent to which a U.S. registered broker-dealer is
permitted to pledge or “hypothecate” securities that it holds for the account of customers. SEC Rule
15c3-3(b) requires a broker-dealer to “promptly obtain” and “thereafter maintain the physical
possession or control of all fully-paid securities and excess margin securities carried by a broker or
dealer for the account of customers,” and that requirement generally prohibits the broker-dealer from
pledging or lending such securities to third parties, including any pledge or encumbrance of such
securities to OCC.
Section 4d(a)(2) of the Commodity Exchange Act requires that, “a futures commission merchant (that
effects transactions for customers in contracts traded on a CFTC-designated contract market) . . . treat
and deal with all money, securities and property received by such person to margin, guarantee or secure
the trades or contracts of any customer of such person, or accruing to such customer, as the result of
such trades or contracts, as belonging to such customer. Such money, securities, and property shall be
separately accounted for and shall not be commingled with the funds of such commission merchant or
be used to margin or guarantee the trades or contracts, or to secure or extend the credit, of any
customer or person other than the one for whom the same are held.” Paragraph (b) of Section 4d states
that “[i]t shall be unlawful for any person, including but not limited to any clearing agency of a contract
market . . . that has received any money, securities or other property for deposit in a separate account
as provided in paragraph (a)(2) of this section, to hold, dispose of, or use any such money, securities or
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property as belonging to the depositing futures commission merchant or any person other than the
customers of such futures commission merchant.”
The insolvency of a U.S. clearing member that is a registered securities broker-dealer typically would be
governed by the Securities Investment Protection Act of 1970 (SIPA), while the insolvency of a U.S.
clearing member that is a commodity broker would be governed by the U.S. Bankruptcy Code
(Bankruptcy Code). Both SIPA and the Bankruptcy Code generally protect OCC’s rights to complete the
liquidation and netting process in accordance with OCC’s By-Laws and Rules and do not cause OCC, a
nondebtor, to alter the manner in which it holds the clearing member property while OCC completes the
process. The insolvency of a clearing member thus does not affect the segregation arrangements
established by OCC’s By-Laws and Rules. Following the liquidation and netting process, OCC’s By-Laws
and Rules provide that, if the proceeds from closing out positions in a customer or other account and
the proceeds from liquidation of margin in such account exceed OCC’s lien in respect of such account,
the excess amount shall be remitted to the clearing member “for distribution to the persons entitled
thereto in accordance with applicable law.” OCC’s By-Laws and Rules thus defer to applicable law with
respect to how assets in the insolvent clearing member’s accounts are treated after OCC exercises its
liquidation and netting rights. Both SIPA and the Bankruptcy Code contain rules that provide for the
ratable distribution of customer property to customers of insolvent securities broker-dealers or
commodity brokers, as applicable, and prevent such customer property from being distributed to the
insolvent entity’s general unsecured creditors until all customer claims are paid in full.
Segregation is not required with respect to securities’ accounts and positions in these accounts are
cleared on an omnibus basis with no segregation. Segregated Futures accounts are also cleared on an
omnibus basis but margined under a Customer Gross Margin Methodology. In either case, OCC does not
identify collateral as being deposited with respect to the account of a particular customer.
Prior to a bankruptcy court order being entered with respect to a defaulting clearing member, and as
soon as reasonably practicable, OCC may transfer positions, cash, securities or other property carried in
a segregated futures account at the direction of or with the consent of the defaulting clearing member’s
representative in accordance with authorization from OCC.
Pursuant to CFTC Regulation Section 190.02(a)(2), as soon as possible, but in no event later than the
close of business on third calendar day after a bankruptcy court order related to the defaulting clearing
member has been entered, OCC must notify the CFTC if it intends to transfer or to apply to transfer open
commodity contracts on behalf of the defaulting clearing member.

Default Testing

A firm wide default test occurs on an annual basis. In addition, OCC performs smaller, limited scope,
default tests throughout the year that cover a wide range of targeted scenarios. Internal departments,
clearing members, non-clearing members, liquidation agents, banks and other clearing organizations
participate in the testing. Simulations vary based upon the pre-determined testing scope. Portfolios are
targeted to be representative of all products and account types supported by the Corporation.
A summary of each test is prepared for OCC’s Enterprise Risk Management Committee. In addition, an
annual summary of all testing activity is provided to the Risk Committee of the Board. The most recent
firm wide test conducted in August 2015 simulated the suspension of a member resulting from an NSCC
cease to act. The test included draws on both secured credit facilities, simulated liquidation of positions
through auction, and subsequent transfer of positions and collateral. The exercise highlighted the
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importance of OCC maintaining alternatives to settle delivery obligations in the event NSCC ceases to act
for a particular member.
OCC performs an assessment of its liquidity resources for adequacy on an annual basis and presents its
findings and any recommended changes to the Risk Committee. This analysis covers a review of the
historically largest liquidity demands, potential liquidity demands over the most recent year and any
significant trends noted. This analysis also reviews the liquidity resources that OCC maintains in order to
meet potential liquidity demands and any recommended changes to the Liquidity Risk Management
program, subject to approval by the Risk Committee and the Board of Directors. Further, the analysis
considers OCC’s Liquidity Risk Management against regulatory requirements, along with current and
emerging liquidity management practices of clearinghouse peers.

Liquidity Management

Forecasted and realized liquidity demands are monitored on a daily basis and are reviewed as part of
the Monthly Financial Enterprise Risk Management Meeting, which is escalated to senior management
when appropriate. Per OCC’s CRF Liquidity Risk Management Policy and Margin Call Procedure, on a
daily basis, staff reviews liquidity demands projected over a rolling two-day period over the next thirty
business days. Any rolling two-day forecast for a CMO and/or related CMO Group must not exceed
OCC’s Clearing Fund cash plus available committed credit facilities (after subtracting a related bank’s
portion of the commitment). Additional liquidity can be provided through the initiation of tri-party repo
transactions or through cash or cash equivalent margin deposits from the CMO or CMO Group and the
situation is escalated to Senior Management and enhanced monitoring is enacted.
The total size of the Clearing Fund is established by OCC at an amount determined by the Corporation to
be sufficient (within the confidence levels selected by the Corporation) to protect the Corporation
against loss under simulated default scenarios that include the default of the single Clearing Member
Group whose default would be likely to result in the largest draw against the Clearing Fund as well as an
event involving the near-simultaneous default of two randomly-selected Clearing Member Groups.
The Options Clearing Corporation maintains a 364-day syndicated secured credit facility totaling $2
billion. The credit facility is secured by Clearing Fund government securities (both U.S. and Canadian), as
well as any government securities a defaulting clearing member has as margin. The credit facility may be
increased to up to $3.0 billion before the revolving credit termination date to the extent sufficient
commitments are received and accepted.
In addition, OCC maintains a 365-day non-bank secured liquidity facility totaling $1.0 billion. The liquidity
facility is secured by OCC’s Clearing Fund U.S. government securities, as well as a suspended clearing
member’s margin, in the form of government securities that are eligible to be pledged to the facility.
Liquidity under the current syndicated secured credit facility agreement may only be accessed for:
Suspension Obligation – borrowings are permitted to meet obligations arising out of the default or
suspension of a clearing member or any action taken in connection therewith; if used for this purpose,
the clearing member must in fact be in default or have been suspended.
Bankruptcy Losses – borrowing are permitted to meet obligations arising from the failure of a bank or
other securities or commodity clearing organization to meet an obligation owing to OCC.
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Liquidity Needs – borrowings are permitted to obtain funds projected to be required by the Borrower in
anticipation of a potential default by, or suspension of, a Clearing Member (subject to amendments in
OCC Rules and By-Laws).
Test Draw – borrowings are permitted to test the operational aspects of the facility. Funds must be
delivered back to bank the following business day.
Banks are not currently eligible to be clearing members so no clearing members may participate in the
credit facility. Banks affiliated with a clearing members are not limited from participating in the credit
facility, but are limited in their total commitment to the facility. Limitations on concentration are as
follows:
•

Banks with no prior history participating in the facility have a maximum lending limit of 5% of the
facility.

•

No individual bank that is associated with an OCC clearing member will have a commitment greater
than 10% of the total facility.

•

Maximum lending limit for any single bank capped at 15% of the facility.

Liquidity under the current non-bank secured liquidity facility may be accessed in the same situations as
the syndicated credit facility, although the situation for drawing on the facility are not legally
documented in the agreement, as it is with the syndicated credit facility. The counterparty in this facility
is not a bank, nor affiliated with any clearing members.
Collateral posted to the clearing fund by non-defaulting members may be used to collateralize a draw on
the liquidity facilities. With respect to non-defaulting clearing members, only their guaranty fund
contributions may be used to collateralize a draw on the liquidity facilities. The margin of non-defaulting
clearing members may not be used to collateralize a draw on the either of the facilities.
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